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1  

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
BEFORE THE 

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 
 
 )  

New England Ratepayers Association ) Docket No. EL20-42-000 
 )  

      
COMMENTS ON 

PETITION FOR DECLARATORY ORDER 
OF NEW ENGLAND RATEPAYERS ASSOCIATION CONCERNING UNLAWFUL 

PRICING OF CERTAIN WHOLESALE SALES 
 

Introduction 

These comments1 respond to the New England Ratepayers Association (NERA)2 Petition 

seeking the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC” or “Commission”) “pursuant to 

Rule 207 to: (i) declare there is exclusive federal jurisdiction over wholesale energy sales from 

generation sources located on the customer side of the retail meter.”  Further, the Petition seeks 

to make what it calls FNM or full net metering, which in these comments are designated, using 

its more widely used name, NEM for Net Energy Metering, subject to Commission jurisdiction 

under the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA)3 or the Federal Power Act (FPA). 

These comments largely leave the legal and constitutional aspects of jurisdiction between 

the FERC and state regulatory commissions to others. The purpose of these comments is to: 

 Explain why state regulators should retain jurisdiction over retail tariffs which 

structure a banking relationship of retail credits rather than a sale of distributed 

energy resources (NEM) and net energy metering (NEM) specifically.4  

                                                       
1 Charles Cicchetti and Jon Wellinghoff prepared these comments jointly.  A brief discussion of their affiliations and 
interest is attached as an Appendix. 
2 The name NERA is confusing because there is a consulting firm where I proudly became a consultant after selling 
a firm that I co-founded to their parent corporation. I hope no one mistakenly concludes there is any connection 
between the authors of the so-called NERA Petition with the illustrious firm that Irwin Stelzer, my friend and 
mentor, founded in 1961. 
3 Public Law, 5–617, 92 Stat. 3117, Public Utilities Regulatory Policy Act (PURPA) was enacted November 9, 
1978. It was a United States Act passed as part of the National Energy Act. 
4 These comments are not intended to indicate, nor should it be implied from them, that FERC lacks jurisdiction 
over sales into the wholesale electric markets of DERs, including excess rooftop solar PV generation, intentionally 
made by consumers who own those resources or their designated agents. See: Federal Energy Regulatory 
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2  

 Explain how NEM works and the interdependent reasons why excess energy NEM 

customers exchange within their retail utility provider’s distribution grid are not 

sales.  

 Explain that changes, such as cost-effective batteries and other innovative digital 

technology coupled with time-of-use (TOU) tariffs for NEM customers, undermine 

the Petitioners’ and Mr. Brown’s sense of urgency to eliminate NEM. 

The Petition and Mr. Brown provide no examples of any state regulatory failures that 

support their proposal for FERC to usurp state regulation related to retail NEM tariff design. 

Further, other new developments in the market undermine the Petition’s insistence that FERC 

insert itself into NEM retail tariff issues. 

The following discussion may stray into NEM policy details that are part of the debates 

before state regulators. This is partially necessary because the Petition and Mr. Brown raise 

conceptual and factual matters that are decidedly one-sided. The FERC should understand that 

there are both opposing views. Further, state regulators are reviewing the various “pro and con” 

reasons for maintaining NEM, modifying it, and the just and reasonable policies to complement 

or replace NEM.   

State regulation of retail rates is not static. State regulators change tariffs routinely. They 

balance many competing specific state concerns, policies, and legislation. The complexity and 

high degree of specificity are two practical reasons that in combination support the finding that 

state regulators are more than up to the task of setting NEM retail tariffs, driving renewable 

energy investments in their state. Therefore, state regulators, not the FERC, should continue to 

retain jurisdiction of NEM in retail tariffs. 

Historic and Current Regulation of NEM 

Renewable wind and solar energy were once thought to be worthy experiments, but 

initially had a levelized cost of energy (LCOE) that was uncompetitive with traditional 

generation. Wind energy was the first renewable resource to take widespread advantage of 

                                                       
Commission v. Electric Power Supply Association (EPSA), 136 S. Ct. 760 (2016). It is the authors’ opinion that 
FERC has full jurisdictional authority over such wholesale sales.  
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3  

attractive avoided cost rates under the requirements of the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act 

(PURPA). Solar energy’s initial LCOE were so high that little capacity was installed initially 

under PURPA. However, the broader benefits of solar energy caused many states to find 

regulatory and economic support in the creation of NEM tariffs to demonstrate the efficacy of 

solar energy and help make a market by increasing demand and encouraging solar development. 

Until relatively recently solar generation growth came from non-utility investments on 

customers’ premises in the form of rooftop installations with NEM tariffs. The customer owned 

solar growth was encouraged at some state regulatory commissions because it helped reduce 

dependence on, and lessened negative externalities related to, fossil fuels. Currently the 

penetration of renewable energy in some locations is reaching a level where customer-owned, 

mostly rooftop, solar generation is threatening incumbent franchise energy monopolies. Other 

technologies such as battery storage and electric vehicles are also emerging. These bring 

additional competitive and operational challenges to traditional incumbent electricity 

monopolies. 

Neither the Petitioner nor Mr. Brown offers any compelling rationale for the need for the 

FERC to take charge and usurp each state’s prerogatives in setting NEM policy and regulating 

NEM retail utility tariffs. Rooftop solar or NEM retail tariff policy varied across the nation with 

varying state policies determined in proceedings before state regulatory commissions and state 

legislators. 

There is another matter for the FERC to consider. Many utilities more recently have 

decided either to invest in renewable energy or to purchase electricity produced using solar and 

wind resources under PSC approved purchase power agreements (PPA).  

As a result, investor owned utilities (IOU) and some of their customers effectively are 

now competitors as consumers chose to reduce their usage through adoption of DERs. They each 

can choose to invest in renewable energy systems while using different approaches to increase 

renewable generation in the U.S.  

As the Commission considers the Petition it needs to consider possible anticompetitive 

motivation behind the Petition. We urge regulators to ask the question of whether utilities 

pleading to protect others are not simply making self-serving claims to protect or increase their 
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portion of the renewable energy pie. We urge this Commission to use this lens to examine the 

views expressed in the Petition and in Mr. Brown’s attachment.  

Why States Should Retain Jurisdiction 

In the last decade both wind and solar electricity generation have increased dramatically, 

driven by lower costs and increased demand.5 The Petition concerns NEM, which is a retail 

exchange of solar generation credits exclusively. Therefore, these comments will focus on NEM. 

State regulators have the authority and responsibility to ensure utilities achieve “least” cost 

supply portfolios that meet public policy objectives and reliably satisfy retail load in their 

jurisdiction. Regulators must balance reliability, costs, environmental, and other public policy 

goals. How state regulators structure NEM tariff requirements must be consistent with the public 

policy objectives that they must meet in considering other demand and supply resources. The 

Petitioner clearly does not appreciate the considerations that must be weighed by state regulators 

in incorporating NEM into their state resource structure. The arguments made to switch from the 

state to FERC jurisdiction over NEM with the hope of a better outcome are hollow and self-

serving. 

State legislatures enacted policies and state commissions issued tariffs to appropriately 

encourage and demonstrate consumer sited and owned rooftop solar PV. Excess electricity 

generated by those rooftop solar PV systems and not used immediately onsite by those 

consumers was effectively parked on the utility grid and the customer received a credit to pay 

down future electricity purchased from the regulated utility. The initial credits were typically 

valued using the fully-loaded retail prices. This tariff provision was called net energy metering 

(NEM) and was predicated on swapping credits for any excess kilowatt-hours (kWhs) not used in 

real time against future kWh purchases from the utility. The credits were not deemed to be sales 

for resale. Instead, under NEM tariffs, these activities were trades made typically using the same 

price as the retail purchase of electricity the consumer pays the utility for direct purchases. In 

some states there were restrictions that prohibited using credits earned in different time periods, 

i.e., using credits earned during off-peak periods for more expensive peak energy purchases, and 

vice versa.  

                                                       
5 Financial Times, “Renewables: Power Move,” July 20, 2018. 
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Despite government tax credits, other subsidies and NEM tariffs, very few thought 

rooftop solar systems would expand very rapidly.6 Nevertheless, states typically also limited the 

percentage of a utility’s load that would be eligible for NEM tariff treatment. In other states the 

legislature became involved in determining the amount of NEM that would be eligible to receive 

NEM tariffs. 

The initial phase of NEM is long over. Many electric utilities are not neutral and now 

view increasing NEM as a real competitive threat to utility revenue. Increasingly utilities think 

that renewable energy expansion is best left to the utilities. They would prefer to either build and 

sell renewable energy to comprehensively regulated or full-service retail customers. They would 

also prefer that consumers were not also generators, not own generation or other DERs. Such 

ownership is viewed as a competitive intrusion on the utility monopoly.  

 The NERA Petition encourages this Commission to address two things that would 

supplant the historical state policy structure of NEM. First, the petitioners aver, at a very 

simplistic level, that utilities are required under NEM tariffs to pay customers a full retail price 

for NEM production while the value of that NEM production is the short term avoided costs of 

their wholesale electricity purchases or their marginal generation costs plus some avoided or 

marginal transmission costs.  

Second, they argue that utility distribution system reliability is threatened. The latter, 

even if true, is not a federal wholesale or interstate energy problem. 

Studies submitted in a number of state regulatory proceedings have established that the 

value to the utility system of a kWh of consumer generated solar is approximately equal to or 

greater than the retail price they pay for full requirements electric service.7  Regardless, 

shareholders, regulators, and legislators quite reasonably are interested in determining who pays 

and who benefits. This is the heart of the problem. It is also a state retail cost of service matter. 

Non-regulated retail customers finance their own NEM installations. They have no duty 

                                                       
6 When NEM tariffs were initially proposed, the limits on the aggregate amount of installed capacity that could use 
NEM were not expected to be exceeded.  Rooftop solar installations were expensive and involved time and effort.  
7 See: Solar Energy Industries Association, Solar Cost-Benefit Studies, 2020.  
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to buy a specific amount of electricity from the regulated franchise monopoly which serves 

them.8  It is important that retail NEM customers finance solar generation, and society benefits 

from the shift to renewable energy. 

The Petition claims that NEM is an interstate sale for resale which requires FERC 

jurisdiction. Facts are stubborn. There is not much to support the argument that electric utilities 

providing retail service are purchasing and reselling the output of customer owned and financed 

rooftop solar. The facts instead lead to a contrary conclusion.  

A review of data in states with NEM reveals that more than 90% of the electricity 

generated by BTM solar is consumed on the customers’ premises. Utility advocates blur the 

distinction between real time use and excess energy placed on the utility’s grid. In fact, there is a 

relatively small percentage of excess electricity that typical NEM customers actually swap and 

exchange on the distribution system.  

One important reason for the relatively small, and in some months zero, excess energy 

being exchanged on the utility’s grid, is that states often limited the size of the installed NEM 

capacity of rooftop solar. In almost all cases, the installed NEM residential capacity (measured in 

kilowatts) is less than a NEM customer’s peak use requirements. In fact, to be eligible for NEM, 

eligible NEM customers are typically required to install less than their peak requirements. With 

the increase in installations of residential batteries and use in electric vehicle charging, the 

amount of electricity that a customer might park on the utility’s grid under NEM decreases 

further. These are “inconvenient truths” that Mr. Brown and the petitioners ignore.  

Organized supporters of NEM have presented such quantitative evidence to state 

regulators. This caused some utilities to make a different claim. Some now assert that NEM 

customers are not paying enough for distribution and reliability because current utility charges 

reflect electricity purchases that no longer align with how NEM customers access and rely on the 

utility’s grid even when the NEM customers provide themselves with self-generated electricity.  

The FERC should understand that such arguments are not even remotely related to the 

issue of whether a NEM exchange is actually a sale for resale and thus potentially FERC 

                                                       
8 See: The Right to Self-Generate as a Grid-Connected Customer, Energy Bar Journal, Wellinghoff and Weissman, 
2015. 
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jurisdictional. Instead such arguments are cost of service rate design arguments and have no 

place before FERC.  These matters are complex with many stakeholders and as a practical matter 

are best left to state regulators who address competing views in their retail rate proceedings. 

Some utilities, for example, are proposing new “demand charges” for NEM retail 

customers. The proposals would discriminate against residential customers that install rooftop 

solar because residential tariffs have traditionally rolled “average” demand and reliability costs 

into regulatory residential class monthly “customer” and “energy charges.”  The new separate 

demand charges, as some utilities have proposed, only apply to residential customers who install 

NEM on their premises. This is unjustly discriminatory. But these are not issues within FERC 

purview or jurisdiction.  

Mr. Brown also offers another red herring for FERC to swallow. He indicates that there 

has been some concern that NEM customers are often rich people who do not need subsidies in 

the form of allegedly excessive NEM payments. He refers to NEM as an “unjustified subsidy.”  

As stated above, studies have demonstrated that no subsidy exists. But again, this is an issue 

clearly beyond the scope of the fundamental threshold question FERC is legally required to 

address: Is NEM a sale for resale.  

NEM Worked and Excess Energy Credits Under NEM Are NOT Sales for Resale 

The definition of “sale” requires payment for the good or service. There is no sale under 

NEM. The NEM customer receives a credit for parking electricity for her own future use. 

NEM is akin to what regulators and commodity traders call a “wash trade.” This means 

there is no direct product sale of electricity as there would be under wholesale transactions under 

PURPA, within an organized wholesale market, a bilateral market or a long-term power purchase 

agreement (PPA).  

Petitioners seek to reopen this matter before the Commission on the slim ground that 

FERC previously settled disputes but did not issue a rule. They ignore the fact that FERC has 

found that NEM transactions are not sales. In prior proceedings the FERC concluded: “…we find 

likewise that no sale occurs when an individual homeowner or farmer (or similar entity such as a 

business) installs generation and accounts for its dealing with the utility through the practice of 
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netting.”9   

The FERC also found that “such sales do not constitute the sale of electric energy at 

wholesale in interstate commerce.”10 

There is a fundamental distinction between third party generators, who sell electricity in 

competitive wholesale markets that utilities use to purchase electricity, and retail customers, who 

install NEM to self-supply and somewhat infrequently produce more than they are using on their 

premises. In pressing their case, utility proponents typically ignore the myriad of relevant 

distinctions.  

The Petitioners apparently ignore the fact that NEM customers seldom have excess 

generation in real time.  

Utility assertions that they are paying too much for NEM also ignore another relevant 

distinction. Third party non-utility generators (NUG) build generation to sell and to compete 

with utility-owned and -operated generation. Retail customers that choose NEM seek to reduce 

their total energy usage and save money by generating a portion of their own electricity from 

their own systems. Consumers also have a myriad of other motivations for installing NEM such 

as energy security, increase reliability, environmental, and climate concerns. But few if any 

consumers have as their primary motive for installing a NEM system competing with the utility 

and making a profit.  

When NEM customers produce excess electricity, rooftop PV customers think of NEM 

tariffs as providing an opportunity to swap electricity at different points in time. NEM tariffs 

allow NEM customers to bank any excess generation and receive a financial credit that they can 

use to pay for any future use. There is no sale of excess kWhs. Small amounts of excess kWhs 

are banked for the customer’s future electricity purchases. Mr. Brown and the Petitioner have a 

very different perspective.  

It is important to understand how NEM customers understand NEM tariffs. This explains 

why, contrary to the Petitioner and Mr. Brown’s assertions, no sale takes place under NEM. 

                                                       
9 MidAmerican Energy Company, 94 FERC ¶61,340, (March 28, 2001).  
10 See Sun Edison, LLC., 129 FERC ¶61,146 (November 19, 2009). 
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NEM Example 

This is how NEM for a de minimis amount of excess kWh credits works.  

Assume Mr. Garcia installs rooftop solar on his home and he generates 1 kWh of 

electricity more than he needs. Under the existing NEM arrangement, he effectively deposits his 

excess generation in the utility bank, which he can later withdraw for future use. His neighbor, 

Mrs. Jones, is purchasing electricity from the regulated monopoly utility at the same time Mr. 

Garcia has excess generation. The utility uses Mr. Garcia’s deposit, much like a financial bank 

uses money in customers’ savings accounts, to supply Mrs. Jones and charges her the full 

regulated price without generating the 1 kWh Mr. Garcia deposits on the grid. 

Subsequently, in the billing cycle, Mr. Garcia withdraws electricity from the grid when 

his use exceeds the output of the installed renewable energy system on his premise. The utility 

does not charge Mr. Garcia for 1 kWh of use because he has banked a credit previously. To 

provide this electricity to Mr. Garcia, the utility uses its own generating resources to cover Mr. 

Garcia’s withdrawal from the bank. Mrs. Jones previously was supplied using Mr. Garcia’s 

excess generation and paid the utility for the electricity it did not generate to supply her needs. In 

effect, the utility generates 1 kWh and sells 1 kWh of electricity. Mr. Garcia gets to use all the 

electricity his rooftop solar generates and the state has a greener outcome. 

This exchange has nothing to do with any inherent flaw in the NEM logic. It is a retail 

swap.  

The baking/credit does involve Mr. Garcia using the grid as a bank. The utility acquired 

or produced 1 kWh of electricity and sold 1 kWh to Mrs. Jones. The utility used Mr. Garcia’s 

banked 1 kWh to facility the sale to Mrs. Jones. The sale to Mrs. Jones in real time did not 

require any generation related costs, use of the transmission system, or any high voltage 

transmission transformers for voltage reduction. The distribution system that both retail 

customers pay for in monthly customer charges was used along with any incremental reliability 

costs on the low voltage grid.  

When Mr. Garcia subsequently uses his credit for the 1 kWh he banked with the utility, 

the various upstream utility costs would be used and the utility offsets the underlying costs, both 
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fixed and variable, with money that Mrs. Jones paid when the utility used Mr. Garcia’s excess 

kWh to supply her needs. Reasonably, Mr. Garcia would not be charged for “use” that Mrs. 

Jones already paid to the utility for her offsetting “non-use.” 

The excess kWh Mr. Garcia produced is swapped, not sold. The utility is paid for 

exchanging 1 kWh of reliable electricity. This example is a very different matter than the 

Petition’s claim that this is about wholesale versus retail prices. This Commission should not be 

persuaded to assume jurisdiction of NEM just because Petitioner argues state regulators should 

not be allowed to decide what to charge NEM customers who park or bank kWhs on the utility 

grid.  

Reliability and Access  

 Some utilities are independently seeking state regulatory review of reliability and grid 

access charges. They propose to collect new retail demand charges from NEM customers. Most 

propose to base these charges on either installed NEM capacity or peak use without deducting 

the amount of power a NEM customer self-supplies. These are very different proposals. State 

regulators are addressing the various arguments and deciding how much, if anything, to charge 

NEM customers based on capacity. There are many factors to consider. None of them are related 

to whether FERC has jurisdiction over NEM.  

Most relevant here, these are the types of things that state regulators, not FERC, are in a 

prime position to deliberate and resolve.  

Additional facts are very important in understanding the NEM issue.  

IOUs have no inherent right to force their customers to buy any particular quantity of 

electricity from them. The kWhs of electricity that NEM customers generate do not leave the 

premise are not sold to the utility. Only the small amount of excess electricity generated 

periodically moves on to the utility’s grid. When there are kWhs that exceed a NEM customer’s 

needs, the utility uses the excess generation to supply adjacent regulated retail distribution 

customers, probably within the same retail circuit where the customer with the NEM system is 

located. This substitution reduces a portion of the costs of electricity generation, transmission, 

and distribution.  
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The different perceptions between treating excess NEM electricity as a utility source or a 

customer’s banking/credit are not simple nuances. The utility considers the excess NEM 

electricity to be another source of supply that should be valued using the avoided cost of 

electricity delivered to the distribution network. Instead, it should be properly considered as 

excess electricity used in real time to supply other local distribution customers from which the 

NEM customer earns credits to pay for near term future electricity the utility supplies.  

Any additional or incremental costs related to reliability, handling, or administrative costs 

that NEM customers impose should be offset by the societal benefits for renewable green energy 

that NEM customers finance and directly pay to achieve. Regardless of the resolution, these are 

matters that do not create a sale for resale that would confer FERC jurisdiction over NEM. 

The affirmative case for NEM tariffs begins with the conclusion that there is no sale 

for the excess electricity a NEM customer transfers to the utility.  

The excess exchanges of energy that the NEM supplies to the utility local distribution 

system have been demonstrated to be minimal. Further, the ownership of the exchange is 

temporal to the utility because, while available for utility use, the NEM treatment provides a 

non-cash credit redeemable on call by the NEM customer for an equivalent amount of electricity 

being transferred back to the NEM customer. There are no cash payments made to NEM 

customers when any excess electricity is exchanged into the grid for an electricity credit. The 

NEM treatment of excess electricity has many of the characteristics of a virtual or digital storage 

of electricity.  

The conceptual treatment of excess electricity as a physical swap is important because 

there are other regulatory precedents. Natural gas and oil trading and transportation use physical 

parking and swapping commodities. Cellular phone companies have allowed unused services to 

be banked for future use. None of these are treated as selling commodities to the pipeline or 

network. There are no provisions for credits against future purchases from the regulated network. 

Viewed as a form of storage, neither wholesale nor retail electricity prices matter. NEM 

customers would simply pay handling and administrative fees to cover any incremental costs 

they incur. Doubtless, societal benefits that NEM customers provide could be used to offset any 

handling or administrative fees. 
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TOU Tariffs, Batteries and Digital Load Management on the Customers’ Side of the Meter  

Electric utility tariffs accomplish various objectives. Tariffs are designed to collect the 

revenue necessary to recover operating expenses, including the return of invested capital through 

depreciation expense and the return on invested capital not yet depreciated and placed in rate 

base. Utility tariff design begins with the determination of annual total revenue requirements. 

These are allocated or assigned to different customer classes such as residential, small business, 

large business, and industrial. There are different parts and components of regulated tariffs 

within each rate category. 

Utility tariffs send price signals to consumers. Some price signals were designed to 

accomplish specific things. Others simply occur because consumers respond to differences in the 

components of tariffs. Some tariff components are fixed, and the assigned fees do not vary with 

changes in use. Utility customers typically pay a fee to the utility simply to be attached to the 

grid and for the installed metering equipment. These periodic connection charges are typically 

collected in monthly customer charges, which do not vary with the amount of energy the 

customer purchases for delivery. In some jurisdictions, customer charges may vary based on the 

delivery voltage or power capacity. However, these differences are not commonly used for 

residential customers. 

Electric utilities were traditionally vertically integrated. The typical utility invested in 

owned and operated generating stations and might also have arranged wholesale purchases of 

electricity from other utilities and third-party non-utility generators. Utility electricity purchases 

also include electricity that retail customers sell under PURPA. Most utilities generate electricity 

using relatively large-scale power stations. Large utility-scale generating facilities require 

utilities to invest in high-voltage transmission networks to deliver the electricity generated to 

multiple locations where customers reside. 

These observations strongly suggest implementing time-of-use (TOU) tariffs based on 

marginal cost principles. Prior obstacles to TOU tariffs are less relevant. Interestingly, when 

states abandon NEM or restrict its use they often soften the change by offering TOU tariff 

options to renewable energy customers which, in some ways, could result in more customer-

owned renewable energy capacity additions than continuing to retain NEM. 
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When rooftop solar was initially introduced, most retail customers purchased electricity 

from utilities under regulated tariffs that did not include time-of-use pricing. Smart meters are 

digital that readily accommodate communicating time-of-use price signals to consumers. The 

advantage of time-of-use tariffs is it tells the consumer, who adds renewable energy, the relative 

value or costs for peak, off-peak, and intermediate time periods. 

Economic efficiency is fundamentally about setting the prices of goods and services 

equal to their respective marginal cost. An economically efficient amount is sold when 

consumers pay a price equal to the marginal cost of suppliers, which is mostly equal to the short-

run operating cost of supplying electricity. Electrical engineers understand that this is marginal 

running cost for the most expensive generating resource used to clear the market or system 

lambda. 

Smart meters, rooftop solar, batteries for storage, and time-of-use tariffs are inherently 

complementary. If retail customer storage increases and time-of-use utility tariffs are offered, 

there would be essentially no need for continued NEM or VOS debates. Customers with NEM 

would not need special and often discriminatory cost allocations or unavoidable demand charges. 

renewable energy customers would simply avail themselves to paying prices that signal when 

costs are relatively high and when they are not. Customers would manage their own load or use 

software that others would provide to economize their electricity purchases. 

Storage on a customer’s premises and shifting use in response to utility price signals that 

vary by time of use would replace or make unnecessary a separate utility banking service based 

on NEM or VOS. As appliances become smart with their own IP address, they can be managed 

remotely and efficiently. This will make customer load control more widespread and further 

reduce utility sales. If utilities overcharge or unreasonably assign costs to NEM customers, this 

will further encourage customers to depart or exit from the utility. This could increase the use of 

backup generators that use fossil fuels on the customers’ premises. 

Retail electricity customers will generate and store electricity on their premises and 

become less reliant on the utility because the electricity generated on the consumer’s rooftop 

when the sun is shining will allow the customer to avoid electricity prices that are higher than 

average. The customer will also call on stored electricity to reduce utility purchases and 
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dependency further. The same customer’s use during off-peak night periods when the customer 

is not generating electricity will be less expensive. In fact, customers may make purchases from 

the utility off-peak when prices are relatively low to recharge their batteries. These changes will 

increase rooftop customer savings and be used to offset any new utility charges related to utility 

operating and reliability concerns. 

Mr. Brown raised utility concerns related to a shifting and elusive peak. He referred to 

the so-called California duck curve and suggested various operational and reliability problems 

that rooftop solar customers allegedly cause, while ignoring the associated societal benefits. With 

digital smart meters, real time tariffs do not need to predict peaks in advance. Customer batteries 

can be programmed to store electricity when it is less expensive and to use the stored electricity 

when the price increases. Customers who fully exit the utility would no longer be affected by the 

duck curve or real time utility prices if they choose to exit. State regulators have a wealth of 

experience addressing such conflicting claims and counter-claims. There is no reason why the 

FERC should take on these matters. Certainly, managing the duck-like curve is not sufficient for 

them to do so.  

The competitive market will encourage innovation and add sensible storage for new 

rooftop solar. It is time for all energy regulators to recognize new technology and to stop fiddling 

with details related to external benefits and utility reliability and quench the burning debate 

seeking for the perfect rather than for the good. 

Regulators should give little weight to self-serving anticompetitive arguments from all 

quarters. States should make the regulatory changes to require time-of-use tariffs for rooftop 

solar customers. The competitive market will take care of the next burning issue and provide 

batteries and storage to new rooftop installations. Utilities that continue to penalize customer 

owned/operated renewable energy will likely invest in their own backup generation including 

natural gas, propane, and diesel generators on their premise and complete their exit from the 

utility grid. 

Concluding Remarks 

Petitions are formulated because a party seeks changes that advance their perceived 

economic interests. The job of an advocate is to convince regulators to change outcomes that 
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favor their client. There is nothing disparaging intended in these observations.  

In this Petition the advocates seek to open a battle that was fought twenty years earlier. 

The Petition scarcely considers what is happening in state regulatory proceedings and legislative 

bodies across the nation. New customer choices are not paid any attention. These omissions 

include major innovations in cost-effective batteries that can be placed on customers’ premises 

and smart devices that control use and reduce energy needs on the customers’ side of the meter.  

More competitive market choices change the parameters regulators must weigh. The 

Petitioners request that FERC address many complex NEM matters that are rapidly changing 

with technological innovation. The new competitive choices check behavior, which likely makes 

most new regulation questionable and existing regulation less necessary.  

Climate change is real. The need to make difficult choices and invest time and money 

could not be more necessary. Many regulated utilities already embrace renewable energy and the 

need to act to mitigate the adverse effects of climate change.  

States share some common energy and environmental policy goals but are nevertheless 

diverse. There is nothing in the Petition other than some past regrets that the FERC got it wrong 

two decades earlier that make the case that states collectively or individually are getting NEM 

wrong. 

There are no examples of state regulatory failures that require federal intervention 

that would usurp state regulation of retail tariffs and intrastate electricity policy. 

On the merits, NEM worked to jumpstart renewable energy. The competitive markets 

also brought forth additional complementary products that reduce energy consumption and make 

energy use more efficient. Many energy suppliers are reinventing their businesses. The ones that 

do not should not be rewarded by regulated bailouts. This Petition would do this because it seeks 

federal intervention in an increasingly competitive market in order to keep retail customers 

captive. This comes under the guise that NEM needs to be fixed with the FERC asserting 

jurisdiction.  

We urge the Commission to reject this Petition. 
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Appendix: Interest and Affiliation of the Authors 

Dr. Charles Cicchetti  

 I spent more than five decades as an academic, consultant, and regulator developing ways 

to make the provision of electricity more efficient and cost-effective. I first appeared as a witness 

before the Federal Power Commission in 1969 explaining the benefits of preserving Hells 

Canyon relative to its use for generating electricity. Since the early 1970s, I advocated using 

marginal cost and Time of Use (TOU) pricing for electricity. As Chairman of the State of 

Wisconsin Public Service Commission I was chair of the National Association of Regulatory 

Utility Commissioners’ (NARUC) “Committee on Implementing the National Energy Act of 

1978” including PURPA.  

I previously submitted comments before the FERC supporting policies that replace 

traditional regulation of vertically integrated energy systems with competition and stressed the 

reasons to increase customer choices and encourage competitive market entry on a level playing 

field.  

Most recently, I submitted comments on the FERC’s Order No. 745, Demand Response 

Compensation in Organized Wholesale Energy Markets (“Order 745”), and submitted an amicus 

curiae brief supporting Order 745 to the Supreme Court of the United States. In all matters 

related to Order 745, as here, I did so without any third-party support or compensation. 

During my academic career, I engaged in three years of post-doctorate research at 

Resources for the Future (RFF), I was a tenured Professor of Economics and Environmental 

Studies at the University of Wisconsin; the first economist retained by the Environmental 

Defense Fund (1972); Chairman of the State of Wisconsin Public Service Commission; Deputy 

Director of the Energy and Environmental Policy Center at Harvard University’s John F. 

Kennedy School of Government, where I co-founded with Dr. Irwin Stelzer the Harvard Utility 

and Gas Forums that were the predecessors to Mr. Brown’s current organization, the Harvard 

Electricity Policy Group; and the Jeffrey and Paula Miller Chair of Government, Business and 

the Economy at the University of Southern California (USC).  

I retired from full-time teaching, and currently lecture in the Electrical Engineering 
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Department at USC using recorded online lectures that were prepared when I was teaching at 

USC on electricity economics, marginal cost, renewable energy, and pricing.  

I have testified for more than 50 years before state regulatory commissions on NEM, 

marginal costs, and other tariff matters in the U.S. and Canada. I have written many articles on 

energy and environmental policy. My most relevant books on subjects related to this proceeding 

include: Perspective on Power: A Study of the Regulation and Pricing of Electric Power, The 

Marginal Cost and Pricing of Electricity, Including Unbundled Demand Side Options in Electric 

Utility Bidding Programs (an article co-authored with Professor William W. Hogan), 

Restructuring Electricity Markets, Going Green and Getting Regulation Right, and most recently 

I published last year Climate Change and Regulation, Going Green II.  

Jon Wellinghoff 

I have been a utility regulatory attorney and energy policy consultant for 45 years. As 

Nevada’s first Advocate for Customers of Public Utilities I fought for consumer’s rights to 

control their energy costs by reducing energy usage through energy efficiency and for those 

reductions to be credited in resource planning decisions by the utility. I authored the first 

comprehensive utility resource planning statute in the nation which explicitly incorporated a 

requirement the distributed energy resources (DERs) be analyzed and credited in the utility 

resource planning process.  

I was a FERC Commissioner for seven years and for five of those years I was the 

Chairman of the Commission. While a Commissioner and Chairman I advocated for non-

discriminatory participation of all energy resources in wholesale energy markets including 

customer owned behind-the-meter (BTM) DERs. I, along with my fellow Commissioners, issued 

Order 745 which established the right of consumers to be compensated in wholesale energy 

markets for demand response resources they bid into those markets at the same rate as a 

generating resource. The Order was appealed eventually reaching the U.S. Supreme Court where 

FERC position authorizing demand response equal compensation as a generator for wholesale 

market participation was upheld.  

Subsequent to my tenure at FERC I returned to private law and consulting practice. There 

I coauthored with Professor Steven Weissman of the University of California, Berkeley, an 
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Energy Law Journal Article titled The Right To Self-Generate As A Grid-Connected Customer. 

That article described legal basis of the right of a property owner to generate electricity onsite, 

for their own use. I was successful in incorporating the right to self-generate into a bill 

introduced into the Nevada legislature in 2017 where it was enacted into law. This was the first 

time the right was explicitly authorized in state legislation.  

From 2016 to 2017 I was the Chief Policy Officer for SolarCity, the largest residential 

and commercial rooftop solar developer in the U.S. There I engaged with state commissions and 

utilities on the issue of NEM policy and the proper level of compensation for NEM customers. 

Many of the equitable arguments offered by Mr. Brown in this proceeding against NEM were 

arguments he offered to state commissions where he opposed NEM during that period. SolarCity 

was largely successful in countering those arguments in many jurisdictions across the country 

and NEM is still strongly supported by most state commissions today despite the efforts of Mr. 

Brown.   
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